Questions & Answers
1) My classroom doesn’t have a whiteboard
light. Do I need one?
A. The whiteboard light increases the amount of light
on the whiteboard and can improve classroom communication. Your particular classroom may have been
designed in such a way to provide the right amount of
light using other luminaires and daylight. You should,
however, consider adding one if you don't feel you
have enough light.
2) The occupancy sensor turns off when people
are in the room. What can I do?
A. Occupancy sensors are a great technology, but
they aren’t perfect. You can do two things to prevent
lights from turning off unexpectedly. First, use the
Quiet Time switch – see the other side of this sheet
for more information. Second, some room configurations may benefit from an additional sensor. Your
maintenance team can order one, and easily plug it
into the existing sensor.
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3) Can I change the time delay on the occupancy
sensor?

Pendant Lighting
Professionals recommend this lighting as it reduces glare,
and lights the ceilings and walls.

Whiteboard Light
The whiteboard is a critical communication tool and this
light ensures students can easily read what is written.

Teacher Control Center
Aptly named, this control is placed at the front of the
room where you can change the lighting modes, and
control the occupancy sensor.

Row Control
Use lighting to teach students about energy savings. Turn
off a row of lighting when there is enough daylight.
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4) My Teacher Control Center doesn't look like
the one pictured. Is it the wrong one?
A. The suggestions demonstrated here include
optional A/V dimming and a whiteboard light. While
these additional elements do provide significant
benefit to the classroom environment, you will find
the standard configuration enables you to use lighting
as a teaching tool.
5) I have other questions. Who can I contact?

This system uses the most advanced occupancy sensor
to save energy and YOU CONTROL IT. Flip the Quiet
Time switch and the sensor will not turn the lights off for
1 hour –great for test taking time!
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A. Saving energy is important. Lighting typically
makes up 40% of the electricity used in a classroom
and occupancy sensors are one way of reducing
monthly operating expenses. You can, however,
change the delay from the standard 10 minutes.
Ask your maintenance person to do so. They can
contact us to find out how.
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A. First, your maintenance team is a great resource
and they are on-site. They generally know a great deal
about the systems in the classroom. You can also
email us at ICLSFeedback@Finelite.com. We would
like to hear from you.
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